MOVING
FORWARD
TOGETHER

ANNOUNCEMENT

www.forwardparty.com
After working in parallel to strengthen our democracy, the Forward
Party, the
www.renewamericamovement.com
Renew
America Movement, and the www.joinsam.org
Serve America Movement are pleased to announce the
formal merger of our three organizations. We are uniting from across the political spectrum to
create the launchpad for a transformational American political party under one name: Forward.
Coming Together. Democrats, Republicans, and Independents are joining forces to build more
than just a new party, but a new kind of party. This will be a political home for the majority of
Americans who want to move past the era of divisiveness and do-nothing politicians – so that
our government starts working again. This party will look and feel different. Forward celebrates
diverse viewpoints and creativity, works to truly improve communities, and focuses on uniting
people around common-sense solutions to foster:
Free People
Thriving Communities
Vibrant Democracy

www.fwdtogether.org/#Forwardpriorit es
LEARN MORE

Building Together. The new Forward Party will be ready for liftoff at a national convention in
Summer 2023, and in the meantime we are inviting Americans to join us – now – in fixing our
broken political system. Forward volunteers and supporters are already mobilizing in
communities across the country, thanks to the combined efforts of the three organizations that
are merging to make this possible. And this fall, we are hitting the road with a national tour to
hear your ideas and begin seeking state-by-state party registration and ballot access (15
states this year and nearly all 50 states within two years).
We will be recruiting solutions-oriented candidates to run for office, at all levels. At the same
time, we will actively embrace unifying leaders who stand up for our democracy, even if they
come from outside our party, including in this year’s midterm elections.
Working Together. The Forward Party will stand for doing, not dividing. That means rejecting
www.fwdtogether.org/#differentbydesign
political
extremes and working together to take real action on every important issue for the
unrepresented majority in American politics. We have no illusions about the difficult mission
before us, but we are forging ahead with the passion, optimism, and urgency this moment
demands. Americans of all stripes will build this groundbreaking movement – and take our
country in a better direction.
Not Left. Not Right. Forward.
Join us.

